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Best,

Chris Dobson CEO, The Exchange Lab

HELLO!

It feels like digital advertising, especially programmatic, is maturing and the 
team here at The Exchange Lab wholeheartedly supports that!

2018 is shaping up to be a big year in ad tech with predictions for AI, life 
post-GDPR and consolidation making headlines everywhere. 

It’s great to see the industry moving in the right direction, but what is more 
important is making sure that the controls our industry already has in place 
are deployed to protect brands, enhance performance and fulfil the 
potential of what programmatic trading can do for the KPIs that matter 
most to marketers.

Perhaps GDPR will act as a forcing function for both advertisers and 
vendors alike; if so, it’s no bad thing.

This spring 2018 edition of our quarterly Programmatic Playbook is focused 
on highlighting some of the inherent challenges in the programmatic 
industry and providing businesses with the tools and insight to take control 
and have all eyes on their brand.

From embracing the possibilities of cross-channel attribution, to harnessing 
data effectively for maximum engagement and return on investment, 
through the pages of this Playbook we hope to equip you with the tools to 
navigate the digital supply chain, evaluate your digital partners and future 
proof your brand and business.
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Attributing marketing success has been 
discussed for years built recently we’ve 
seen the conversation move to cross-
device, attribution. How do you think 
attribution has evolved and do you think 
it has offered new, valuable insight?

Cross-device tracking remains a huge 
challenge today. Various factors, including 
device ID and walled gardens, impact an 
attribution company’s ability to build a clear 
picture of a consumer journeys. Most 
companies are still a very long way away from 
building out expansive data sets of consumer 
behaviour; but that doesn’t mean they should 
give up on building out their models. What you 
learn from your data sample should be levied 
and tested in the market. Testing hypotheses is 
an essential part of the development and 
accuracy of consumer profiles, and can help 
brands position themselves to have a great 
and lasting impact.

What needs to happen for the wider 
industry to adopt a more holistic solution 
to measuring campaign performance?

If we are to deliver competitive brand 
campaigns, understand and prove their value 
in the future, the industry needs to advance 
from last-touch attribution. Marketers hold the 
power and must drive this change. To achieve 
this, organizations need a holistic data 
strategy that leverages not only first-party 
data but also second and third party, and map 
everything back to the consumer using 
verification technologies. Success will only be 
possible when businesses invest in the process, 
putting in place a robust data stack.

Marketers are risk averse. 
There, I’ve said it. As a result 
of large upfront cost 
commitments, the industry 
has been slow to adopt new 
cross-channel attribution 
models and a more holistic 
view to campaign 
performance. It’s time for 
marketers to take control of 
their digital marketing mix 
and improve ROI.
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When thinking about attribution, how 
does the quality of ad exposure. (time 
and percentage in-view) influence 
overall campaign performance?

Ad exposure time is definitely a contributor to 
a campaign’s result and should be considered 
in attribution, but today, advanced models 
that include this are few and far between. 
Most organisations are just getting started 
when it comes to looking at attribution 
partners and are still trying to understand the 
cost and benefit trade-off. In order to achieve 
accountability in marketing, organizations 
must commit to structuring their media 
expenditures alongside their attribution plans, 
rather than have it as an afterthought. Trying 
to fit attribution into your current business 
strategy is extremely hard work, but taking the 
time to step back, evaluate and plan for it is 
time well spent.

Do you work with any clients that are 
progressive in data insights and 
customer understanding? 

Absolutely, we work with several clients that 
layer attribution data points against activity 
we run. We’ve worked out a system where the 
attribution data is shared to us via an API, 
which means we can layer that data over our 
impression level data and truly understand our 
net contribution to our client’s campaign. We 
love working in this way as it ties all partners 
(advertiser, agency and us) together to the 
same objective. Adding this layer also allows 
our data scientists to delve deeper into the 
insights and deliver recommendations to our 
teams that improve our understanding and 
overall performance.
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MARKETERS MUST 
TAKE CONTROL  
OF THEIR DATA  
AND IMPROVE  
CROSS-CHANNEL 
ATTRIBUTION 

We interview The 
Exchange Lab’s North 
American COO, Veerle 
De Lombaerde to find 
out her thoughts on the 
state of cross-channel 
attribution.
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By Chris Dobson, CEO The Exchange Lab
Adapted from original article published on Forbes.com

Due to this discrepancy, marketers are at risk of using incorrect 
data. To maximise advertising results, marketers need to put 
measures in place to improve quality outcomes. Here are two 
key steps they can take: 
1. Stop depending on DSPs: There is a significant risk that 

machine learning algorithms fed mostly on DSP data will 
cap or even derail campaign performance. It is vital for 
marketers to fuel their tools with comprehensive data that 
takes all media activity and every touch point into account, 
such as that available via ad servers. 

2. Scrutinise each campaign: With no means of predicting 
how great discrepancies will be, it’s crucial that marketers 
compare data on a case-by-case basis. Only by closely 
evaluating the differences across data sets can they 
precisely pinpoint where discrepancies lie and decide 
which information is useful, and which isn’t. Much of this 
assessment will need to be carried out by smart tools that 
can handle large data quantities, but the importance of 
human insight shouldn’t be underestimated. As well as 
efficient technology, the marriage of man and machine is 
crucial for success. Ultimately, marketers must utilise 
human capacity to tell good data from bad.

Machine learning can transform advertising efficacy allowing 
marketers to reconcile data and use these insights to fine-tune 
campaigns for optimal efficiency, engagement, and ROI. 
However, the technology isn’t infallible. While the tech of the 
fourth industrial revolution is intelligent, modern machines still 
need high-quality input to work well. To avoid hindering 
campaigns and wasting spend, marketers need to carefully 
analyse the performance data they use and ensure machine 
learning is running on the best possible fuel.

Data is hailed as the marketer’s Holy Grail for a good reason: by 
providing marketers with the insight needed to tailor advertising 
campaigns, it helps maximise engagement amongst target 
audiences and ultimately, return on investment. 
However, harnessing data effectively isn’t straightforward. For 
many marketers, the abundance of data produced by disparate 
sources has made the task of identifying and unifying relevant 
insight seem colossal. Machine learning, which can take control of 
data and use it to adjust activity, often in real time, has come to 
be known as the solution to the industry’s analytical woes. 
Machine learning alone, however, cannot offer accurate 
intelligence for all marketing efforts. No matter how sophisticated 
the technology is, quality insight and results depend on the quality 
of what is input initially. Research we carried out for a specific 
advertiser revealed that two critical elements of campaign insight 
— attribution and performance data — only matched half of the 
time.  The standard of data fed into the machines was therefore 
only around 50% accurate, meaning the information driving 
marketing decisions was likely to be equally imprecise. 
The question is: what causes this fragmentation and how can 
marketers ensure intelligent tools provide a view of the truth 
that is clear and concise, rather than clouded and 
contradictory? 
In short, the problem is that data produced by technologies which 
track advertising impact to inform media buying, such as 
demand-side platforms (DSPs), is frequently out of sync with data 
produced by the ad servers which marketers use to measure 
campaign performance (such as Google’s DoubleClick). 

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
HUMAN INSIGHT 

SHOULDN’T BE 
UNDERESTIMATED

IF YOU CAN FIND IT! 
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CLIENT OBJECTIVES
AO.com is a leading online 
electricals retailer. Working 
with The Exchange Lab, the 
objective of this campaign 
was threefold: 
1. Boost sales within the 

kitchen appliances 
category on AO

2. Raise unprompted 
awareness of AO as a 
retailer for kitchen 
appliances

3. Establish credibility & 
awareness of the built-in 
category

Using its proprietary unifying platform, Proteus, The Exchange 
Lab executed a diverse programmatic campaign for AO, using 
different creatives, to complement its existing Black Friday 
content across TV & Display. 

STRATEGY

The 2017 holiday season was a phenomenal success for AO, and insight gained from this 
campaign will be invaluable for fuelling the success of our future activity, as well as current 
sales. Over the last 12 months we have noted a significant market shift towards smart home 
technologies and away from non-integrated products, with the biggest opportunity now 
coming from built-in appliances. Armed with precise data, we can now investigate the reality 
of these trends and develop new media approaches for AO.”

DELIVERY AND RESULTS INSIGHTS
The campaign saw AO.com exceed its 
2016 digital ad spend by 700% in a bid 
to maximise awareness of its varied 
electrical appliance portfolio, flexible 
services, and competitive pricing. Using 
data from Proteus, tailored messages 
were served in a range of formats 
including display and banner ads, and 
the company’s first deployment of 
innovative Spotify audio ads.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

TM

Dominic Starkey, Marketing Director at AO.com

CONTEXTUAL
We focused on strategic DBM 
keywords and phrases based 
around the specific AO kitchen 
campaign to identify users who 
had searched for brands and 
kitchen related keywords.
This also allowed us to 
contextually target taking 
audiences away from AO 
competitor brands.

PMPs
We leveraged our relationship 
with high-quality publishers to 
select private marketplace 
deals based on previous 
campaign successes, to 
increase SOV.
TV SYNC
Our scaled integration enables 
us to access national TV 
channel broadcasts. Using TV 
Syncing, we triggered AO ad 
buys when specific home 
improvement and competitor 
commercials aired.

C A S E  S T U D Y
We deliberately increased our presence before Black 
Friday 2017 (24th November) and then lowered our 
impressions on Black Friday itself.
On the 20th November, we saw 293% more 
impressions than on Black Friday itself. This ensured 
AO was top of mind for users ahead of the sale. 
Consequently, revenue was 245% higher on Black 
Friday than on the 20th November and our cost of 
sale was 90% more efficient. 
As a result of its enhanced budget and diversified 
online activity, AO.com generated:

• 1,500% ANNUAL CONVERSION UPLIFT
• 1,564% GREATER REVENUE
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Chris Dobson in conversation with:  
YouTube, Channel 4 & The Trade Desk

Video and TV advertising has shifted in 
order to meet the demands of the 
fragmented consumer landscape. 
Millenials did not grow up watching TV 
adverts and have significantly different 
viewing habits, making them much harder 
for brands to reach. Attention spans are at 
an all-time low and second-screening is 
widespread – the key challenge for brands 
is how to regain that cognitive connection 
with this challenging, but crucial audience.

The Exchange Lab hosted a lively panel at 
an exclusive client breakfast in London in 
January. Moderated by Chris Dobson, CEO 
at The Exchange Lab, the panel 
represented both the old and the new 
world with David Amodio, Digital and 
Creative Leader at Channel 4; Nadav 
Perry, Head of YouTube Products, Solutions 
and Innovation, EMEA at Google and Joel 
Livesey, Director of Partnerships, EMEA at 
The Trade Desk, Inc. all debating the death 
of linear television in the context of an 
increasingly disengaged, multi-screen 
generation of viewers.

Questions such as ‘How will brands continue to 
resonate with this audience using video now 
and in the future?’ and ‘If you [the panel] were 
the CEO of Netflix or Amazon Prime, would you 
be adding advertising to your service?’ 
initiated heated discussion amongst the camp.

Pro-TV Channel 4’s David Amodio argued 
vehemently that there are misconceptions in 
the media industry and that “A lot of the data, 
when sorted through properly shows that TV is 
in rude health.” Amodio maintained that “We 
don’t yet know what the young audiences will 
do when they own their own homes – they 
have grown up as digital first, but what is to 
say they won’t return to the living room and 
enjoy linear TV as their parents have done?” 
Dobson responded to Amodio, firstly stating 
that nobody would ever dispute the efficacy of 
linear TV but questioned, “How does TV adapt 
in a marketing world that is data-led?”. Meter 
systems have driven the industry to household 
level but given video/digital expects individual 
targeting, “How will TV evolve its data 
capabilities to get down to that individual level, 
beyond the current household?” 

New-world YouTube’s Nadav Perry agreed that 
the big screen remains important and spoke of 
YouTube’s strategy to grow this area, however, 
he argued “We no longer live in a world where 
one screen is more important than the other. 
We are a completely multi-screen society  
and with the rise of VOD an ad-free viewing, 
audiences who may have left the living  
room, having only returned as they now have 
the remote.”

Data-driven, The Trade Desk’s Joel Livesey, is 
already in the precision marketing 
establishment – The Trade Desk is a next 
generation technology platform that operates 
on ad exchanges and has majored on display. 
Livesey argued that “TV advertising will need 
to evolve to programmatic – this will be the 
game changer... getting to that individual level is 
crucial – that way, viewers will see fewer ads 
that are way more relevant and that add value to 
their lives.”

The panel concluded with questions from the 
audience. The concenses: “There’s no doubt 
that TV has been the driving force of media 
for decades, and is still. However, any media 
that is complacent is in trouble.”

REGAINING CONTROL OF THE LOST TV AUDIENCE
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THE MOST IMPORTANT TOOL IN THE MARKETER'S TOOLBOX

THE CUSTOMER.
Everybody is talking technology, speed and scale – but marketers must not forget what matters most:

It’s easy to get caught up in the tangle of tech that drives programmatic advertising today. In any single campaign, 
a marketer might find themselves working with an ad server, multiple DSPs, a DMP, an ad-verification provider, 
an attribution-measurement platform and dozens of audience-data providers. That’s before they think about 
hooks into internal CRM systems, industry statistics and third-party brand-lift measurement partners. By this stage, 
the marketer may not yet have considered the most important part of the campaign – the customer. Looking at 
market research along with website, social and past campaign data can all help to understand the customer when 
planning a campaign, but sometimes this data is incomplete or not available. Even if it is available, it should 
always be scrutinized. 
TACKLE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE FIRST
What does the customer care about and what are the motives for purchase? This is the foundation of building out 
a campaign plan. The marketer must step outside the tools and get into the consumer’s head. By scrutinizing the 
data first, it will be possible to identify discrepancies that result in actionable insight. The client’s market research, 
for instance, might identify an audience segment with a strong affinity for the brand, but may be missing another, 
potentially valuable customer set. In-depth research can reveal vital insights necessary to drive optimum 
performance and ROI. 
PAVING THE WAY TO PURCHASE
Understanding the customer path to purchase is critical for success. In certain instances, when marketing to a new 
audience segment or testing a new product, the path to purchase is undiscovered. Starting with a test budget can 
form a powerful source of market research and can quickly reveal how customers want to interact with a brand. 
Before a campaign starts, consider how to treat those who have already purchased and form a separate strategy 
for new customers. Staying loyal to customer data will set a marketer up for success. However, it’s not just the 
technology required to engage with that customer that is important – human insight and often, common sense, 
can really turn the dial for achieving campaign objectives. Tactics like retargeting, if not executed carefully, are 
aggressive and detrimental to repeat business. No one wants to see an ad for an item they have just purchased 
right after they complete the process.
RESEARCHING THE CUSTOMER
Understanding the customer is critical to deciding on the right mix of technology to bring to a campaign. Find the 
right partner that knows the full breadth of available tools, and more importantly when and where to apply them is 
the key to activating this. Marketers have a valuable toolbox available to them, if they want it.

AND YOU'RE MISSING IT. 

Adapted from original article published on Campaign US

By Chris Hopkins 
Senior Director of Analytics NA
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HELEN QUAID 
 PRODUCT MANAGER, TECHNOLOGY

State of the art conference and huddle 
rooms, great communal areas for 
socialising and mixing with the other 
companies that share our floor. PLUS, 
we’re in an amazing location for food!

“It’s GREAT! It makes such a difference having the 
whole building just for us. There’s lots of natural light 
and the building has character. Looking forward to 
summer and using the courtyard for games & drinks!”

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF YOUR NEW OFFICE?

KARINA KIRBY 
TEAM LEAD, STRATEGIC SERVICES

WE'VE MOVED! WE'VE MOVED!

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF YOUR NEW OFFICE?

WE'VE MOVED!
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THE BENEFITS OF FINDING THE RIGHT 
PROGRAMMATIC PARTNER 

It’s clear programmatic is the 
future of media buying. While 
some marketers are raring to start 
trading programmatically, others 
still feel like they’re not ready. So, 
what’s holding them back and 
what can the industry do about it?
The Exchange Lab, in partnership 
with Campaign and ISBA, 
conducted a study to scrutinise 
brands’ use of programmatic.

WHAT IS HOLDING BACK  
THE ADOPTION OF PROGRAMMATIC?

42% of marketers say their 
company doesn’t have the talent 

and specialist knowledge 
needed to bring programmatic 

advertising in-house. 

By a large margin, these were the 
skills respondents said they most 
wanted to have in their teams.

The answer for most advertisers is to find a media-buying agency that can properly manage the complexity of 
programmatic. Key to this is proper data handling - cleaning, managing and storing - 84% of respondents say 
their media partner must store and transfer data using secure, approved methods. Partners also help brands 
respond to developing data signals, so they can optimise campaigns on the go, for the best possible results.

Today, fewer than 30% of 
respondents said they were well 
prepared or very well prepared 

for programmatic buying. 

When stating reasons for choosing 
an external partner, nearly 60% of 

those already working with 
agencies cite the need to:

MEASUREMENTDATA 
ANALYTICS

MARKETERS
 ACHIEVE THE PERFECT PROGRAMMATIC FIT

250+ 250+250+

Fewer than a third of respondents in 
companies with more than 250 

employees say they have a 
dedicated programmatic team or 

role in-house.

improve the use of data

access first-rate programmatic infrastructure
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STAFF SPOTLIGHT

Cameron Smith, Analyst at The 
Exchange Lab, reveals his key 
takeaways from the 2018 MIT Sloan 
Sports Analytics Conference in 
Boston, presented by ESPN.

WHAT WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE CONFERENCE FOR YOU?
In addition to cutting-edge discussions from professional sports owners, league commissioners and 
Super Bowl champions, Barack Obama took to the stage.
Mr Obama gave a speech on how he leveraged data to make ‘the right’ decisions during his political 
campaign and presidency (topical!). He talked about how organisations are more empowered than 
ever when they use data to inform business decisions, but they mustn’t forget the importance of 
human insight and staying true to high moral values. In light of the Cambridge Analytica saga, this 
couldn’t be more true!

WHAT WERE THE KEY TAKEAWAYS FOR PROGRAMMATIC?
USE YOUR DATA WISELY: ESPN’s Global Data Officer, Vikram Somaya, discussed leveraging data 
science to forecast the emotions of sports fans, and how emotions change throughout the season—
from hope at the beginning of a season, to potential disappointment and frustration (through loss) or 
joy and satisfaction (through triumph) at the end. Using insights to inform advertising and content 
strategies for customer engagement stood out for me—brands need the ability to target their audiences 
with the right messages to match their emotional state, at the right time and in the right place.

AVOID DATA SILOS FOR A HOLISTIC VIEW: Throughout the sessions, whether it was a talk from 
Director of Analytics at the recent World Series winning Houston Astros or the Head of Data for 
Ticketmaster, the key message was the same – brands need to establish a culture around data. Data, 
if genuinely applied productively, is not meant to sit on an island away from the rest of an 
organisation. Brands and agencies need to take control and use it to provide actionable insight.

HOW DO YOU ENVISAGE USING THESE INSIGHTS IN YOUR 
DAY-TO-DAY ROLE, TO HELP DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN 
CAMPAIGNS YOU’RE WORKING ON?
Although a lot of talks at the conference were sports related, it was a great reminder that at the end 
of the day, we’re dealing with people rather than numbers. Working as an analyst, I constantly 
conduct analysis of consumers, segmenting and classifying them into groups. Some of what we can 
learn is based on their behaviour, but we can’t forget that emotions come into play in all decision 
making. Segmenting fans into different levels of fandom to show their enthusiasm for the sport is just 
the tip of the iceberg when it comes to splicing emotional data signals. I’m excited to see what we 
can learn from what people don’t do in the future, and how AI might be able to help us in making 
online experiences better for the end consumer.
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Originally published on the ISBA Blog

Ben Alpren, Head of Vendor Partnerships

REPERCUSSIONS RELATIVE TO RESPONSIBLE ACTION

There is huge uncertainty around the implementation of GDPR and scaremongering in the industry is rife. 
Marketers need to take a step back and see they are in more control than they realise. There are two types of fines 
for data breaches and if businesses have done their due diligence and devised strategies for how they should be 
building and reacting to it, then the slightest infringement of the new law will not lead to a fine of 4% of overall 
annual turnover or €20 million.
Any organisation that can demonstrate they have made responsible steps to comply with GDPR are best placed. 
The repercussions of GDPR are relative to an organisation’s size, impact of breach and the spirit with which it has 
embraced the regulation. That said, any company that flippantly disregards the law is playing “a very dangerous 
game”, says Scott Meyer, CEO of Evidon and will be risking everything from bank balance to reputation.

GOVERNING BODIES ARE STILL PREPARING

Because it isn’t yet enforced, we are still waiting for the 
first rulings, with national bodies still providing 
guidance. Without any jurisprudence, there is no legal 
precedent. It is therefore down to the organisation to 
interpret the regulation as best they can, but again in 
the spirit in which it was produced.
All an organisation can do at this point is be prepared 
and make use of the resources possibly available to 
them. A global corporation with thousands of employees 
across the five world have better resources than a firm 
of five in a small rural village. The regulation is 
designed to respect this and each business, although 
equally responsible, will be affected in different ways, 
relative to their size and resource.

GDPR IS NOT BAD FOR ADVERTISERS

From lack of transparency, brand safety to data fraud, 
the ad tech landscape is home to many problematic 
themes that continue to populate the press; common 
consensus is that the industry “will be worse off”.  
Instead of living in fear, marketers should embrace the 
reasons why ad tech will flourish in this new world and 
consider the opportunities GDPR will bring, not those it 
will take away.
It is within your organisation’s best interests to take control 
of your data and security now before it is too late. 
Businesses must seize the opportunity they have before 
25th May 2018 and set themselves up for success. While 
this clean-up may have otherwise taken months or perhaps 
years, having a deadline moves the industry into action. 
What will result is a more transparent, safe landscape.

The new General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) is set to introduce fundamental 
changes to data protection rules in Europe, 
raising genuine challenges for marketers, ad 
exchanges, DSPs, SSPs, DMPs and others in 
the ad tech sector.
With additional compliance requirements 
and a number of key questions that remain 
unanswered, the industry is in a state of 
confusion. However, while the new law will 
result in undeniable challenges, businesses 
should think more holistically about GDPR 
and embrace the ways in which it will not 
negatively affect their organisation.

MARKETERS

HOW GDPR IS NOT GOING TO DESTROY YOUR BUSINESS. 
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CLIENT OBJECTIVES
Our client is a mid-sized 
operator of fitness clubs in 
North America. They 
approached us to help 
them reach a diverse and 
challenging set of 
objectives.  The primary 
goals were to attract new 
sign-ups in both existing 
and new markets, while 
simultaneously driving 
brand awareness among 
relevant prospects.

RESULTS

• EXCEEDED NEW SIGN UP TARGET BY 40%

The Exchange Lab utilized a multi-platform approach with a 
mixture of tactics to reach people throughout the engagement 
cycle, from upper to lower funnel. 
These included:
• A mix of contextual branding, lookalike modelling, audience 

profiling and reach
• Mid-funnel tactics compromized of a combination of highly 

targeted PMPs for brand awareness
• Re-targeting people who were exposed to our client’s 

branding campaign but did not initially sign up, mixing up the 
targeting times depending on when users visited the website

• Testing and refining geographies to maximize sign-ups

STRATEGY
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• DROVE A 19% BRAND AWARENESS UPLIFT 
(as measured by Nielsen)
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BY TIM WEBSTER, CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER & CO-FOUNDER

FROM the early days of direct and network 
buys, programmatic advertising has 
advanced to connect consumers with brands 
across a myriad of sites, devices and content 
types. The technology provides 
unprecedented access and insight into 
consumer data and behavior, which to date 
has not been possible with traditional media.
Using insights generated from programmatic 
technology, brands can more efficiently 
target their desired audiences and monitor 
campaign success against set performance 
metrics. They can then optimize their 
advertising and reinvest ad spend in the best 
performing areas.

NAVIGATING THE DIGITAL 
SUPPLY CHAIN

Driving awareness and return on investment 
is the goal of every digital advertising team, 
but in focusing too heavily on these 
fundamentals and not enough on meeting the 
ever-changing needs of the modern-day 
consumer, the objective of delivering exciting 
creative is getting lost. Consumers don’t care 
how an ad was delivered if it was additive to 
their consumption experience – creative 
needs to work in harmony with programmatic 
to maximize advertising effectiveness. As the 
technology continues to develop, the industry 
must evolve to fit within the unpredictable 
digital supply chain and be prepared for the 
challenges that come with it. Today, 
advancements in dynamic content 
technologies and richer ad formats mean 
programmatic advertising can deliver ads 
ideally suited to the device and environment 
they are being consumed in. The result is 
higher levels of engagement and improved 

balance sheets. Data-driven creative is the 
future – the marriage of man and machine is 
what will drive the supply chain forward but 
businesses must understand what is involved 
in executing this internally, as well as the risks 
of choosing just one digital partner and 
technology stack.
Driven by concerns over transparency, brand 
safety, viewability and fraud, many of the 
world’s biggest brands are rethinking their 
programmatic strategies. Research from 
World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) shows 
that in the past 12 months alone, 65% of 
brands have enhanced their internal 
capabilities, 32% have added data ownership 
clauses to contracts, and 24% have increased 
contractual controls of programmatic by 
adopting a hybrid model.

TAKE  BACK CONTROL TO 
FUTURE PROOF YOUR BRAND

Some businesses are taking this overhaul to 
the next level and are considering bringing 
their entire programmatic stack in-house. 
With the promise of increased control over 
how budgets are spent, a reduction in the 
proportion of ad spend eaten up by agency 
fees and tech providers, and better visibility 
into where ads are placed, it’s easy to see the 
attraction of this strategy. But the cost and 
complexity of taking programmatic in-house 
means it’s not a viable solution for the 
majority of businesses, and not an efficient 
use of budget. There is no one-size-fits-all 
solution and businesses must evaluate the 
digital supply chain and decide where to 
invest budget to achieve long-term goals.

Originally published in Supply Management 2221
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